Equipment Bag List

Walnut Creek CERT

1 Equipment Bag per Team

1. Large nitrile gloves: 50 pr large in zipper-style bag
2. N-95 masks: 6,
3. Duct tape: 1 roll
4. Yellow caution tape: 1 roll
5. Water bottles: 3
6. Red, Yellow, Black colored triage ribbon: 3 sets (backup for triage tags), on a belt dispenser
7. Small bull horn
8. Whistles: 2
9. Trash bags
10. Lumber crayon
11. Communication forms on a clipboard, with pen
12. Wrench or Multipurpose tool for turning off gas
13. 1-gallon zipper-style bag containing animals supplies (to be put in a SAR team member’s backpack during Search)